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For fans of Fifty Shades of Grey and Bared to You comes the third novel in the erotic, fast-paced

trilogy including Release Me and Claim Me. This sexy, emotionally charged romance continues the

story of Damien Stark, the powerful multimillionaire who's never had to take "no" for an answer, and

Nikki Fairchild, the Southern belle who only says "yes" on her own terms. "Our desire runs deep.

But our secrets cut close."Beautiful, strong, and commanding, Damien Stark fills a void in me that

no other man can touch. His fierce cravings push me beyond the brink of bliss - and unleash a wild

passion that utterly consumes us both. "Yet beneath his need for dominance, he carries the wounds

of a painful past. Haunted by a legacy of dark secrets and broken trust, he seeks release in our

shared ecstasy, the heat between us burning stronger each day. "Our attraction is undeniable, our

obsession inevitable. Yet not even Damien can run from his ghosts, or shield us from the dangers

yet to come." Complete Me is an erotic romance intended for mature audiences.
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After loving the first two books of the series, I couldn't wait for Complete Me to arrive. Where the first

two books moved quickly, I found this one to be rather easy to walk away from...as in, laundry got

done, food got made, dishes washed, etc. It fell into a pattern...little bit of story, sex scene, little

more story, sex scene, and on and on. Too much sex, not enough story to balance it out as the

other books in the series did. Still love the author and will continue to read her work.



Less than one fifth of the story progresses the plot. The rest of the book is the build up to sex, sex,

or the aftermath of sex.Most of the characters are very one dimensional and seem to be poorly

researched. Readers have to read the entire series to see even the main characters become slightly

more developed. Dialogue is repetitive, making it seem like the author forgot her thesaurus.$7.99 for

a book that has grammatical errors and typos seems to be a little pricey. If you read the second

book and were unsatisfied but wanted to know the outcome of certain situations: everyone lives

happily ever after.Caution below here contains SPOILERS.Those photos couldn't be "leaked" and

printed everywhere because they contain minors....I'm not buying the premise of the angst. Young

children in the act of being molested on national television, nope not gonna happen. For characters

that are supposedly exceptionally bright the entire series is full of fallacies of logic.

I feel a little let down by this book. After reading the first two books, I was so excited for the

conclusion of their story - only to find that this book was more about just sex than story. What I loved

about the other books was the way the sex scenes seemed to be a natural progression in the book

as opposed to "filler" which they appeared to be in this book. Nikki uses sex to sort out her issues

and "help" Damien, but really they add nothing to the story. The storyline is good but the execution

of it was not projected as well as it should have been. There could have been more mystery and

suspense instead of just sex to make them forget. Would recommend it if you have read the first two

books in the series.

I wanted to love this. I recently finished a series that put me through an emotional wringer, with

characters I didn't bond with at first only to end up loving them passionately. Enough that I was truly

upset and honestly a little depressed for a few days at the author's phoned in, ridiculously disjointed

and insulting final installment to their story - that she made fans wait four years for.This series came

highly recommended, but I experienced the same inability to bond with the characters as I did in the

aforementioned series. I wasn't too worried until I still felt no connection at the end of the first book.

But I assumed that would happen in the second, the third for sure. It didn't.Nikki was annoying,

Damien was one-dimensional and the sex was tiresome and frankly annoying. She was so

SPINELESS. I hated that she never took the upper hand with him, that she submitted to his control

and need to strip her wide open and helpess nearly every time - and she allowed it! It was rather

cringe the way she knuckled under every time. A few times she tried to top him and I would get

excited thinking we would finally get to see him unravel and open, but he would turn it around on her

every time. The way she meekly accepted the way he liked to humiliate her made me hate her. I



was indifferent to him.Damien had so much potential, but he was so poorly portrayed by the writer I

couldn't even picture him in my mind. No wait, that's not quite true. Because of the description of

Damien's eyes, I kept picturing David Bowie. And while I loved Bowie's genius, I in no way found

him attractive or anyone I wanted to picture as a romantic lead. Damien was too in control all the

time, too together. He never breaks. Again, we see him start to after the trial, but it lasts for mere

seconds and things return to status quo. A strong, sexy, ÃƒÂ¼ber masculine character with a

damaged soul is brilliant, but for this reader they need to show vulnerability, and occasionally, they

must be the one to submit. They need to eventually break. Damien never breaks, yet Nikki shatters

over and over again. Yawn.The sex was predictable and a bit annoying with how weak she was. I

love erotic fiction with some kink, but the graphic descriptions of elements of her arousal and

physical helplessness made me cringe. There are ways of conveying a scene with more taste that

are far more exciting if the writer knows their stuff. Less is more. But to each their own. I am in no

way submissive and nobody tells me what to do. I would have had him on his knees before he ever

had me on mine. But that's just me. There are other readers who are okay with the whole one-sided

submission thing, and this story will suit them fine, I'm sure.It had potential and was so

recommended I didn't want to give up on it, but ultimately a waste of time and money better spent

elsewhere. Not the worst thing I ever read, but I will give this author a pass in future.
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